DESIGN
Name:……………………………

Answer the following questions about your dissertation and then about current projects you have been doing. Please return as soon as possible.*

Dissertation
What subject have you chosen for your dissertation next year ? Describe the main questions or issues you raise. Have you found a title yet ? (French/English)

Give a short list of some of the sources you have been using and how they contribute to your thinking.

Do you intend extending the dissertation into new areas or concentrating on one detail ? Would you like to delve deeper into your subject or do you think
it might help to stand back and take a broader point of view ?

How does this subject connect with your design practice ?

Design Projects
What projects have you been working on lately ? (Succinctly explain two of your favourite projects with the help of sketches or illustrations.
Include their design briefs and defend your solutions - choice of materials, form, advantages, styling etc !)

Do you have an idea of the type of design project you would like to do for your diploma year ?

Describe your preferred working method. Is it a set routine, do you need to get high on drugs & alcohol or stroke a black cat before you find
inspiration ?

What sort of working environment is best for you ?

If you had unlimited time and funds, what (design project) would you like to do ?

Describe what you hope to be doing 3 years from now ?

* Answers by email please. Alternatively, print and hand answers

directly to me at school or leave them in my locker.
Don’t forget that the other half of your credits in English this year
is a written and verbal internship report. Download questions and
guidelines for writing about your job experience from
www.ensala.fr or pick up a copy from the school library.

